Tandem mass tag protein labeling for top-down identification and quantification.
Top-down mass spectrometry holds tremendous potential for characterization and quantification of intact proteins. So far, however, very few studies have combined top-down proteomics with protein quantification. In view of the success of isobaric mass tags in quantitative bottom-up proteomics, we applied the tandem mass tag (TMT) technology to label intact proteins and examined the feasibility to directly quantify TMT-labeled proteins. A top-down platform encompassing separation via ion-pair reversed-phase liquid chromatography using monolithic stationary phases coupled online to an LTQ-Orbitrap Velos electron-transfer dissociation (ETD) mass spectrometer (MS) was established to simultaneously identify and quantify TMT-labeled proteins. The TMT-labeled proteins were found to be readily dissociated under high-energy collision dissociation (HCD) activation. The liberated reporter ions delivered expected ratios over a wide dynamic range independent of the protein charge state. Furthermore, protein sequence tags generated either by low-energy HCD or ETD activation along with the intact protein mass information allow for confident identification of small proteins below 35 kDa. We conclude that the approach presented in this pilot study paves the way for further developments and numerous applications for straightforward, accurate, and multiplexed quantitative analysis in protein chemistry and proteomics.